THE EX:POSITORY TIMES.
· Oxford, who;·in i89S,' fourid that Codd. 826. and
.~b8 in the library at Grotta· 'Ferrata belonged to
the Ferrar-gr'6up. These, with the inclusion of
Cod. 788, ·a Ms.: at Athens reported on by
Gregory; and Cod. 543, belonging to the Baroness
Burdett~ Coutts and accurately described· in
Scrivener~s Adversarz'a· Crz'ti'ca (1893), brought up
the total number of the group tO eight; five of which
could be traced disti:nctly to a Calabro-Sicilian
origin, while the remaining three might be justly
suspected· of belonging at least to the same region.
In the work before us, Mr. Rendel Harris has
extended the investigation with all his wmited
skill and lucidity, and with that quaint seasoning
of humour which flavours even his most technical
labours. Frotµ the peculiar group .of saints found
~n the menologies attached to Codd. 13 and 346,.
he shows very clearly that those texts must have
arisen somewhere in the neighbourhood of Syracuse. Then, from twci curious tracts on · the
Patriarchates and the Climates of Africa attached
to them,-tracts which are also appended to the
Grieco-Arabic MS. mentioned above,-he proves
by a variety· of most ingenious and convincing
arguments, into the details of which our limits
forbid us to enter, that Codd. 69, 346, 543 were
;vritten amidst Arabic influences and in close connexion ''with the court of Roger II., the Norman
king of Sicily, in the twelfth century. Indeed,- he
can almost claim to have traced. the original MS.
from which the group 69, 346, 543 is immediately
derived to a certain Sicilian geographer, , Nilus
Doxapai:rius, who was acquainted with Arabic, if
not originally a Moslem himself. This archetype
was probably a Grieco-Arabic bilingual similar
to the Veriice MS. 211. Naturally the Arabic
influenc'e \VOuld explain and include the· Syriac
influence which had been already suspected in the
group. Two directions remain in which the
suggestions of Mr. Rendel Harris ma:y be tested
and verified. ' One of them is the exami.nation of
all the MSS showing a similarity of textual
arrangement with the leading members of the
Ferrar-group. . . . Another . . . is the search.
among the existing Arabic Gospels for
text
which answers to the Ferrar-text' (p. 7 5). It is
to be hoped that the problem will still attract
students of the text. For several moot points of
:N. T. textual criticism are intimately related to it.
Thus,-e.g., certain Old-Latin texts show a marked
strain of affinity with the Ferrar-group;
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The only criticism we cwould :make is; that the
ease with which 'Mr. Rendel Harris· moves in' the
most recondite provinces of learning is.·apt, here
and there in this treatise·, to -lead him: into discussions which stretch far beyond the· dir'ect' seope
of. the inquiry, . and thus to overburden the
investigation as a whole. This is notably the
case in chaps. 4 and 5. But the dissertation
is reaily a model for all who may devote' themselves to this difficult branch of N.T~ science.
The volume is furnished with eight beautiful
facsirn i les.
H. A. A. KENNEDY.
Callander.
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THE book has an interest in various ways. It
is the work of a Russian bishop, and is evidence
that -biblical learning is not :by · ahy · means
unknown or even rare, at least ani'ong the higher
clergy of the Russian Church. Bishop Seraphim
is familiar with the critical results of 'the scholars
of western 'Europe, and the numerous' native
works to which he refers show 'that he is. not at
all singular in this kind of learning. But, in
addition to this, the. ):iook itself is interesting from
its contents. It co11tains much curious information and speculation· drawn fro\:n mariy sources on
topics suggested by the story of Balaai:n, e.g. on
magic,· soothsayi·ng; 'second sight, and kindred
occult subjects.
The bishop · discusses ·such
points as the belief of the ancient world in the
power of certain persons effectively to bless and
curse; the - ques6on wher.e this power was
supposed to li~, it being thought to be exerted by
the mere words of the formula or incantatibn,- and
similar questions. After review of these ancient
beliefs, he comes to the criticism of them from a
modern point of v'iew, raising the question whether
magic and similar things believed in so universally
by antiquity were mere impostures, or had some
kind of reality underlying them. He accepts the
latter 'view, and institutes a comparison between
these ancient practices and modern illustrations
of the power of mind over matter and over other
minds as revealed in hypnotism and other
phenomena. This part of the book shows wide
reading and fairness of judgment.
I The Soothsa;1er Balaam.
By the Very Rev. Seraphim,
Bishop of. Ostrojsk. London : Rivingtons, 1900. ms.
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What. might be called the second. part of the
book co9sist.!i of a commentary on the prophecies
of Balii.~m, .the Hebrew text being discussed in a
multitude of ,notes. The commentary is written
with fervour and sympatby, and considerable
elevation of thought and feeling. The notes are
of less value. The Hebrew words are very
inaccurately printed (though this rpay be due to
those. who carried the English translation through
the press.),· and the Hebrew learning, of which
there is a considerable display, js not very

instructive. There is a good deal of barren and
fandful etymologizing, and many of the opinions
addµi:;ed from other authorities b.elong to a stage
oflearning which has been left. behind.
After a chapter on Balaam's place in history, a
critical appendix is added on the authorship and
date. of. the poems. The bishop though .familiar
with. critical theories is not moved by them, and
adheres to traditional views. The book will be
read by biblical scholars with interest and apA. B. DAVIDSON.
preciation.

HEBREW AND GREEK w ORDSmanifesting anger or revenge (Gal 522 Eph 4 2 Col
I. In 0. T. the only occurrences of 'longsuffer312 2 Ti 4 2). The former meaning is. better ex-,
ing' as an adj. are Ex 346 ·Nu l 418 Ps 8615, all pressed in English by 'patience,' the latter is the
t:1 1 ~~ ';J'.")~, and all changed in R. V. into 'slow to · proper Christian vir.tue of longsuffering. It is also
anger,' ·~hi~h is the usual translation of the phrase an attribut.e of God (Ro 24 922 1 P 320 2 P 315·;,
in A. V. The same phrase is once translated by • with the verb Mt 18 26 • 29 2 P 39 ), q.nd of Christ
'longsuffering' as a subst., J er l 515, which R. V. (I Ti 116).
retains..
·
In· N:T. the adj. 'longsuffering' is used only
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN p.aKpoOvp.{a AND OTHER·
. once,, 2 P 39, where 'is longsuffering' translates the WORDS25
verb p.aKpoOvp.Et (to which A.V. adds Lk 187 and
I. It is distinguished from avox0 (Ro· 2 4 3 _
14
E.V~ 'forbearance'): a. is directed to some. iml Th 5 ); but as the rendering of the adj. p.aKp6mediate occasion,.p.. is more of a general character-.
8vp.or;, .it is found in \Vis 151 Sir 211 54. The
subst. is the translation of p.aKpoOvµ{a in Ro 24 9 22 1st1c. See Trench, Syn. l 88 ; l+ightfoot on Ro 2 4
2 Co 66 Gal 522 Eph4 2 Col ln 312 l Ti lrn 2 Ti
Col 1 11 ; Sanday-Headlam on Ro 2 4 ; Denney in
10
20
15
3 42 1 P 3 2 P 3 ; and these are all the occur- D.B. ii. 47b.
rences of p.aKpoOvp.{a except He 61 2 Ja 510, where
2. It is distinguished (in its special meaning)
A. V. and R. V .. have 'patience.'
fro~ fnroµov0 , (in A. V. always 'patieni:e,' except
Thus the subst. identified with 'longsuffering' 2 Co 1 6 2 Th 35): inr. being the temper which
is µaKpoOvp.la; its adj. does not occur in N. T., its does not easily give way un.der trial, p.. the selfadv. p.aKpoOvp.w'> occurs once, Ac 26 3, where it is restraint which does not retaliate under wrong.
translated 'patiently'; its verb is used in Mt See Cremer, Bib!. Theo!. Lex. p. 289; Trench,
18 26· 29 Lk 18 7 l Co 134 1 Th 514 He 615 Ja 57-s Syn. 188; Lightfoot and Abbott on,Col 1 11 ; D.B.
2 P 39, and all these passages bear upon the subii. 4 7\ iii. I 36b.
ject of longsuffering.
3. It is distinguished from ?rpailTTJ'> (always
' meekness') : ?rp. is opposed to. ~a:shness,. p.. to_
THE MEANING OF µaKpo(Jvp.la. -A person rese11tment, revenge, wrath. See Cremer, p. 289 ;.,
possesses µ. or is µaKp60vp.os who is long (µaKpos) Lightfoot on Col 312, Trend;, Syn. ,P· 359.
in giy!ng way to his anger (Ovµ6s).1 In the N.T.
4. It is also distinguished . fr91n XPTJfl'TOTTJ'>·
longsuffering is either endurance under trial (Col ('goodness' in Ro 2 4 11 22Pi•, 'kindness' in 2 Co.
66 Eph 27 Col. 312 Tit 34): XP." is a kindly feeling·
111 2 Ti 310 H~ 612 Ja 510) or else slowness in
1 Cf. Sir 54 • 7 o-yap Kvpi6s eG'nv µaKp60uµos • • • rnl €-Jrl
to others; µ. a passing over of actu~i injuries .. S~e:
itµaprwXoUs Kara?fa:UirEL 0 BvµOs aOroU.
Lightfoot on ~o 2 4 Gal 52 2•
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